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Schedule for completing maps and delivering them to the Secretary of State 
 
The Outreach and Communications teams will be sharing a general schedule with daily updates 
to let the public know what we are working on. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

The Final Maps Planning Subcommittee was tasked with developing a plan following the public 
comment period of the official draft maps and to develop a schedule for line drawing that 
effectively plans our line drawing and staffing needs, and to communicate clearly when we will 
discuss refinements of the different regions and maps. This plan establishes a daily agenda from 
November 30 through the certification and delivery of the final maps to the Secretary of State. 
We acknowledge that at times we might work more quickly in some areas and at other times we 
will need more time, and therefore this is a working document and the commission, staff and the 
public should be prepared to pivot accordingly. 

Detailed approach by Region 
 
A hybrid approach for line drawing will be used: 

● At the beginning of each day, the Commission will review the area of focus for that day 
and discuss concerns and proposed changes in open session 

● Live line drawing will be used to explore/implement as many of the proposed changes as 
possible in a given day 

● Any remaining and/or highly complex changes will be given as specific direction to the 
Line Drawing Team to work on, off-line, the following day 

○ The working draft maps that are being developed off-line will be uploaded to the 
Map Viewer by 8:00 am the day they will be discussed.  This will enable 
commissioners time to review the working drafts prior to the meeting that day, 
starting at either 11am or 1pm. 

○ Uploads to the Map Viewer will include clear language that indicates that these 
new maps are working drafts, not final maps 

○ PDF, PNG, and shape files will be generated only after each plan is complete 
(typically at the end of the week). 

● The Commission will alternate between working on Southern California and Northern 
California 

Assembly, to provide the line drawers time to do any necessary work. 
 
We propose to replicate this regional approach for our review and refinements of the 
Congressional map (12/7-12/13), and the Senate (12/14-17), and Board of Equalization (12/17).  
 

Public Comment 

Public comment should be taken daily in the last half hour of the meeting with lines closing at 
the end of the meeting. Callers will be given 2 minute to share their comments.  
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Assembly 
 

Region Date(s) 

-Southeast LA, OC, SD 11/30 

-North State, Sacramento, Bay Area 
-SoCal Line Drawing Team will be working off-line to 
implement direction from 11/30 

12/1  

-Review and complete SE LA, OC, SD.  Revert if needed 
-LA, OC, IE interface, rest of IE 
-NorCal Line Drawing Team will be working off-line to 
implement direction from 12/1 

12/2 

-Review and Complete North State, Sacramento, Bay Area. 
Revert if needed 
-Central Coast and Central CA 
-SoCal team implementing direction from 12/2 

12/3 

-Review and Complete LA, OC, IE 
-Complete West and North LA.   
-Review and complete Central Coast and Central CA 
-Resolve any interface issues 
-Number Districts 

12/4 

-Finalize Assembly maps (if needed) 12/6 

  
12/5 - off day 
 
House of Representatives 
  

Region Date(s) 

-Southeast LA, OC, SD 12/7 

-North State, Sacramento, Bay Area 
-SoCal Line Drawing Team will be working off-line to 
implement direction from 12/7 

12/8 

-Review and complete SE LA, OC, SD.  Revert if needed 
-LA, OC, IE interface, rest of IE 

12/9 
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-NorCal Line Drawing Team will be working off-line to 
implement direction from 12/8 

-Review and Complete North State, Sacramento, Bay Area. 
Revert if needed 
-Central Coast and Central CA 
-SoCal team implementing direction from 12/3 

12/10 

-Review and Complete LA, OC, IE 
-Complete West and North LA.   
-Review and complete Central Coast and Central CA 
-Resolve any interface issues 
-Equalize to the population target as much as possible.  Give 
direction to the Line Drawing Team to continue off-line if needed 
-Number Districts 

12/11 

Finalize House if needed 12/13 

  
12/12 - off day 
 
Senate 
 

Region Date(s) 

-LA, OC, SD, IE 12/14 

-North State, Sacramento, Bay Area, Central Coast, Central 
Valley 
-SoCal Line Drawing Team will be working off-line to 
implement direction from 12/14 

12/15 

-Review and complete LA, OC, SD, IE. 
-NorCal Line Drawing Team will be working off-line to 
implement direction from 12/15 

12/16 

-Review and Complete North State, Sacramento, Bay Area, 
Central Coast, Central Valley 
-Resolve any interface issues 

12/17 
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BOE 
 

Region Date(s) 

All Districts 12/17 

  
Review and Approve Maps 
 

Review Senate, Assembly and BOE maps, make any final 
changes and number Senate map based on deferral. 

12/18 

Finalize House and complete any necessary final population 
adjustments. 

12/19 

Approve Final Maps.  One motion to approve all four maps, each 
commissioner has two minutes to make a statement, take public 
comment (one minute), vote when comments are completed. 
 
Expect to release PNG, shapefiles, equivalency files, and district 
statistic tables.  The Map Viewer will also be updated.  PDFs will 
be released within a few days.   

12/20 

(If necessary - finalize and approve maps) 12/21 

(If necessary - finalize and approve maps) 12/22 

 
Final wrap-up 
 

Meet to review and provide feedback on the draft report.  12/23 

Approve report and certify maps to the Secretary of State. (meet 
in the afternoon of the 26th, make one motion, take public 
comment as long as people call (one minute), vote when 
comments are completed. 

12/26 

Deliver report and maps to the Secretary of State 12/27 

 
 


